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W
elcome to Free 
Car Mag. We are 
different to other 

car magazines, not only 
because we are actually 
free, but free to think and do 
things differently. 

At Free Car Mag we are committed to bringing 
you stories, pictures and information that you 
will find genuinely useful, amusing, provocative, 
odd, silly and fun. Free Car Mag will tell you what’s 
going on in the four wheeled (and sometimes 
two-wheeled) world without getting all precious 
and pretentious about it.

This is a magazine for you so we want to know 
what you think. Tell us what we can do better and 
ask us questions. Do that via our brilliant website 
which will also help you value a car, buy another 
and how to run one for less. 

Free Car Mag love cars and driving them, but 
we don’t believe it has to be complicated. No 
one really needs to know how to change a water 
pump, unless they really want to. Free Car Mag 
promises never to use any boring technical terms 
and if you spot the word crankshaft in these pages 
we will send you a cheque for £100. Britax are a 
bit more generous offering the chance to win a 
Range Rover Evoque when you buy one of their 
brilliant products. Meanwhile, the good people at 
Halfords have some fantastic giveaways for some 
lucky readers and all you have to do is email your 
details to us at the website.

Clearly Free Car Mag is not for blokes who 
smell of engine oil, but for most of us that don’t.

James Ruppert 
EDITOR  james@freecarmag.co.uk
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Dionne Bromfield, British soul singer-songwriter and TV personality loves 
her Vauxhall ADAM SLAM. Dionne commented, “It’s absolutely perfect for 
whizzing around London and it’s full of gadgets. The infotainment system 
makes it really easy for playing my music and the hands-free calling 
means staying in touch with friends is easy.”

And just in case you wondered what Dionne listens to in her SLAM, 
her fave tunes include: Mark Ronson ft Bruno Mars - Uptown Funk, Ella 
Henderson – Ghost, Ed Sheeran - Thinking Out Loud  and Blazin’ Squad – 
Crossroads.

Carol Vorderman, MBE, has been using the Vauxhall Ampera extended-range 

electric vehicle, in support of the Go Ultra Low campaign. For a techie and 

qualified pilot like Carol this car is packed with features. Voice activated sat 

navigation featuring street level mapping for 20 European countries, audio/video 

DVD player, and Bose ‘Energy Efficient Series’ sound system. She also finds it a 

doddle to use, “It’s easy. You come home, plug it in, you go away and come back 

in the morning and it’s fully charged.”

CAROL 
VORDERMAN 

GETS 
PLUGGED IN

News, Events & Celebs

Singer Dionne Bromfield 
cruises in her Adam

Citroën has continued its sponsorship of the Q Awards for 
another year. To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Q Awards, 
there was a one-off appearance on the red carpet from a 
specially prepared chrome-finished C4 Cactus. Even more eye 
catching was Grammy award winning Foxes, that’s Louisa Rose 
Allen to her mum, who recently featured in an episode of Dr.Who. 
Also pictured as a blur is white van man Dave, who is currently 
installing a bathroom in Chiswick.

Foxes Rock 
up to the  

Q Awards
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Idris Elba gets to grips with the latest Jaguar XE 
Actor, Producer, Musician, Film maker and car fan, Idris Elba looking relaxed before driving the new Jaguar XE from London to Berlin. 
Idris Elba commented: “My work takes me around the world, but I rarely have the time or luxury of getting behind the wheel for myself. 
I wanted to do this trip and record the experience through a series of short films. I have long been a fan of Jaguar’s incredible sporting 
heritage and have been truly impressed with how the brand has evolved over the past few years.  It’s a real privilege to drive the new XE 
on this road trip across Europe.” Catch the films online at jaguar.com and copy his style in the shops..

Jaguar XE,  
from £29,775 
jaguar.co.uk

Ted Baker Nojorah 
Double Breasted 
Peacoat, £279 
johnlewis.co.uk

Dockers Alpha Skinny 
Chinos, Beige £75  
johnlewis.co.uk

Thomas Pink Colour 
Block Scarf, £150 
johnlewis.co.uk

SPOTTED 
OUT AND 
ABOUT
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2
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Get 
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look
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illiam James Adams has a lot to 
answer for. He also answers to a lot 
of titles. Rapper, singer-songwriter, 
entrepreneur, Black Eyed Pea, The 

Voice Judge, actor, DJ, record producer, Grammy Award winner 
and philanthropist, oh and car designer.

Will.i.am as he is rather better known has turned his hand 
to car design with some fairly mixed results. It is a good job 
then that he has linked up with Lexus to launch the new 
NX. Significantly will.i.am will design his own limited edition 

Drive it funky

WILL.I .AM  

PUTS  

HIS FOOT  

DOWN
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interpretation of the NX, which is Lexus’s sharply-
styled entry into the premium mid-size SUV 
market (posh 4 x 4s). He also stars in a rather 
funky television commercial supporting the new 
model, which features a rectangular fox.

 ‘Whatever I do, I want it to be striking. I want to 
innovate and revolutionise, and my partnership 
with Lexus on the Striking Angles campaign is 
no different. Inspired by our shared philosophy 
in design, we’ve been able to work together on a 
multi-faceted campaign that will challenge design 
conventions and fuel people’s imaginations.’

A believer in Stem (science, technology, 
engineering, maths) education, he says his aim 
is to help the next generation ‘dream what the 
future will be’. Something he has achieved by 
setting up his own car company i.am.auto. ‘I don’t 
want to make thousands of cars. I want to make 
vehicles so that when kids learn a Stem skillset, 

something tangible comes out of it.’
So far there have been just a handful of highly 

distinctive cars. Firstly will.i.am worked with 
customisers West Coast Customs to produce a 
reimagined 1959 Chevrolet Corvette. The body 
is Corvette, but slightly modified, whilst 2008 
Corvette running gear boosted performance  
and inside, as you would expect, the latest 
entertainment technology.

Pea in Pod
Born William J. Adams on March 
15, 1975, in Los Angeles, California, 
according to an interview with the Daily 
Beast "raised in the ghetto, on welfare, 
two minutes from homeless." In high 
school, he met Allen Pineda and they 
formed rap group Atban Klann and 
signed in 1992 to Eazy-E's Ruthless 
Records label.

The Black  
Eyed Peas
In 1995, will.i.am renamed the group 
the Black Eyed Peas. Stacy "Fergie" 
Ferguson became a permanent member 
and transformed the group. Their 
2003 album, Elephunk, was boosted by 
"Where Is the Love," featuring Justin 
Timberlake. With will.i.am in charge  
these mega hits followed including, "I 
Gotta Feeling," "Boom Boom Pow" and 
"Let's Get It Started." By 2013, they had 
sold 31 million albums and won three 
Grammies.

Beyond the Peas
will.i.am has produced music for others 
including Mariah Carey and Michael 
Jackson. In 2007 he struck out with 
his own album, Songs About Girls. His 
biggest smash has been #willpower 
in 2013, which included the duets 
"#ThatPOWER" with Justin Bieber, "Fall 
Down" with Miley Cyrus and "Scream 
& Shout" with Britney Spears. Not 
only that he’s also an actor with a co-
starring role alongside Hugh Jackman 
in the 2009 blockbuster X-Men Origins: 
Wolverine.

CAREER SNAPSHOT

William James  
Adams has a lot  
to answer for...
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‘Whatever I do,  
I want it to be 

striking. I want 
to innovate and 

revolutionise’
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Then there is the De Lorean lookalike which 
will be the first product of his car company. As 
Will.i.am explains,’I went to Chrysler and got a 
whole bunch of parts to where it’s still certified as 
a legal vehicle on the streets… I don’t really mess 
with the airbag configurations or things like that. 
Kept the chassis and we create the shell, which is 
the body and the interior and the audio interface, 
I got Beats audio, it’s sick, it’s really fresh.’

His other West Coast Customs creation, an 
all aluminium 1930s style sports coupe cost a 
staggering $900,000 .

As well as going out on a limb and styling his 
own unique cars Will.i.am has pretty good taste 
when it comes to more conventional models such 
as the ultimate supercar, the McLaren MP4-12C, 
the consummate luxury barge in the shape of the 
Bentley Continental GT and the cutting edge all 
electric Tesla Model S. 

Whatever you think about Will.i.am he’s 
certainly earned the right not to be called plain 
old William James Adams anymore. He's also 
highly unlikely to go and buy a diddy hatchback. 

Swathes of sexy 
leather with red  

pin-stripe stitching 
oozes luxury

‘I got Beats  
audio, it’s sick, 
it’s really fresh’
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McLaren 650S - When.I.am.late
He will definately get to the gig on time thanks to the 207mph that 

this £195,000 supercar delivers.

Bentley Continental - Weekender
What a way to waft around at the weekend behind the wheel of this 

fabulous car. The V8 version will top 185mph and costs a mere £146,000

Tesla Model S - Daily drive
This may be the everyday motor but it is far from conventional 

especially as this high tech saloon relies solely on its electric motor. 
Prices start at £50,280.

WILL’S OWN CARS

MORE ONLINE@
FREECARMAG.CO.UK

This bright,  
large 9-inch LED 

display is your hub, 
crystal clear and 

touch-screen

Sports seats for 
the ultimate in 

comfortable drive 
and ride for your 

passengers
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Get a quote today at warrantydirect.co.uk
We might just save you a fortune!

Are you driving a car that’s
no longer under warranty?

Then you could be driving around 

in a ticking fi nancial time bomb! 

Any second it could go bang, and 

blow your socks off with sky high 

repair bills.

Don’t risk it – get your car protected 

with an insured warranty from 

Warranty Direct. Warranty Direct 

offers comprehensive cover that’s 

recommended by WhatCar?

Once your car reaches three years 

old the manufacturer’s warranty 

protection usually expires. 

A warranty from Warranty Direct will 

protect your car and your wallet.

Highest repair bills paid by Warranty Direct during 2013:

New Engine £16,165.38

Complete Gearbox  £20,797.88

Piston Rings £2,285.26

Torque Converter £3,182.50

Drive Chains £3,464.87

ECU £3,395.84

Water Radiator £3,497.71

Shock Absorber £1,654.80

Did you know?

Call 0800 731 7001 | buy online www.warrantydirect.co.ukCall 0800 731 7001 | buy online www.warrantydirect.co.uk

“Cylinder Head £1500” - Source: Warranty Direct data, 2012

W E  A L S O  P R O V I D E  G R E A T  V A L U E  D E A L S  O N  B R E A K D O W N  R E C O V E R Y ,  G A P  I N S U R A N C E  A N D  B I K E  W A R R A N T I E S
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Used Car Matt

CORSA 
vs
COOPER

S
o you have £5,000 to spend and you want 
a first car? You want to look cool and feel 
good. You work in the city so you only really 

want it for long weekend runs to Brighton or to 
see your folks. 

So you will probably buy a 10 year old BMW 
Mini with 75 - 95000 miles on the clock. It’s cool, 
it looks very similar to the current model, and it’s 
made by BMW, so it can’t go wrong, right? 

But what you should buy is a 4 year old 
Vauxhall Corsa for the same money. The fact is a 
new Corsa will be reliable and cheap to run, and 
an old Mini just won’t be. 

What I am trying to say here - in case you 
haven’t got it - is that at £5,000 you can look cool 
broken down on the road side, or feel good as 
you drive past

For more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.co.uk

Next week: 
BMW 3 Series vs 
Mercedes C Class

Matt reckons you'd be 
bonkers to just go and buy 
yourself a MINI Cooper when 
the Corsa that can offer you 
so much more

2010 
CORSA 
£5000

Next 
service cost 

£100

MOT  
failure rate 

24%

MOT  
failure cost 

£302

Next 
service cost 

£199

MOT  
failure rate 

50%

Brake  
pads and 

discs £120 MOT  
failure cost 

£528

Brake  
pads and 
discs £85

2004 
MINI 

£5000



Why Parking 
should be Free

As the popular revolutionary chant sort of goes:
Freedom of movement. 
That’s what we want. 
When do we want it?
Now.

Oh yes, and we also want the freedom to park 
just about anywhere, for free.

Take the High Street, it is dying precisely 
because you will get a ticket from a warden if you 
overstay your welcome, or take your chances. 
The local council have decided that they know 
best, having installed a forest of roadsigns and 
restrictions designed to make a shopper’s life 
hell.

What they don’t understand is that cars are 
wealth generators. They take people into the 
area who are going to spend money, do business 
and generally bring income on wheels. That’s 
really good news for the independent butcher, 
baker and candlestick maker. Instead of going to 
a characterless out of town shopping centre the 
car user keeps it real, by staying local. And the 
crucial part is they may not actually be local to 
the local shops, hence the usefulness of the car.

It can’t be right that we are expected to rent 
a prime piece of parking space when we are 
already paying Council Tax and Road Fund 
Licence for the priviledge of being able to use the 
Queen’s Highway.

Free parking will cause chaos. However, chaos 
eventually regulates itself. If there is gridlock for 
a while, soon people learn not to go shopping at 
certain times. Maybe shop opening hours will 
change to cope. If this is your local high street 
then perhaps you won’t be silly enough to take 
your car at all. A healthy walk or cycle ride will 
be fine. We say, have faith in the ordinary, decent 

human being to do the right thing.
So should we paint over all those unslightly 

yellow lines and sack all the parking wardens? 
Of course if you are stupid enough to park on 
a Zebra crossing, or on the pavement causing 
wheelchairs and baby buggies to veer into the 
road, or idiotic enough to park on someone’s 
flower bed, or inconsiderately in breach of the 
existing laws and common decency; then you 
will be dealt with appropriately.

So how long does it take to shop and maybe 
have a coffee in the average high street? An hour 
or two? That’s your slot then. Easy to administer 
and enforce.

And what will happen to all that extra money 
we have swilling around the local economy? Well 
people can decide just what to do with it to make 
their lives and businesses better. Meanwhile the 
local authorities, with all those previously empty 
shops that are now occupied and bringing in 
valuable business rates, could start building 
those cycle lanes they are always on about. 
Perhaps they could provide park and walk areas 
on land that they own but refuse to use in any 
meaningful way. 

HOW REVOLUTIONARY IS THAT? 
Let us know what you think whether it is YES 
Make Parking Free. NO Things are are fine as 
they are. Or ACTUALLY I have a much better 
suggestion to make….Feedback will be printed in 
the next few weeks…

It's not right to  
rent a prime piece 
of parking space 
when we are already 
paying Council and 
Road tax

QUOTES OF 
THE WEEK

“Everyone should be 
very clear this has been 

a massive failure of 
policy, millions were 

told they were doing the 
environmentally-friendly 
thing, by buying a diesel. 

They now feel very hacked 
off now they’re told they 

are more polluting.”
B O R I S  J O H N S O N  

O N  D I E S E L S

“That flipping yellow car!”
T O U R I S T S  D E M A N D 

P E N S I O N E R  M O V E S  H I S 

' U G L Y '  V A U X H A L L  C O R S A 

' R U I N I N G '  V I E W  O F 

C O T T A G E S  T H A T  F E A T U R E 

O N  U K  P A S S P O R T S . 

V A U X H A L L ’ S  R A T H E R 

B R I L L I A N T  R E S P O N S E  

I S  T H I S . . . T H E  ‘ C O R S A 

C A M O - N E T ’ .

“Our greatest fear is not 
that we are inadequate. Our 
deepest fear is that we are 

powerful beyond measure.”
L E W I S  H A M I L T O N  

O N  H I S  H A I R S T Y L E

Back-Seat Driver

This week the opinionated passenger in the back reckons we 
would all better off if the parking restrictions were done away 
with and the painted yellow lines right out of lives

Have your say            @thefreecarmagFor more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.co.uk



Save even more with an annual 
  

get a quote today

With our  
Pass Guarantee Warranty 
Saving YOU up to £1,500 

on Repairs

Enjoy a worry free 
MOT Test

Not sure when your MOT is?

 
www.motangel.co.uk

MOT Angel 0800 131 0030

10% DISCOUNT  

www.motangel.co.uk

Call 0800 131 0030
to book NOW

MOT Test + Pass Guarantee
Just £99

MOT Test RRP £54.85
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THE WORLD’S 
FIRST FABRIC   
        CAR 
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A full size lace replica of SEAT’s Mii by MANGO 
city car has been constructed entirely of lace, with 
fancy jewel trim embellishment. It was built to 
celebrate the UK availability of the SEAT Mii by 
MANGO city car. This fashion-inspired full size 
replica was designed and constructed in London 
and it wasn’t easy.

3 day build in London based studio
45 metres of nude coloured cotton lace 
25 kilos of resin to set the lace 
10m of black cotton lace to build 3D wheels
70m of lace trimming with jewel trimmings 
8-strong  specialist team led by fashion designer and 
creative director, Ashley Joiner

Ashley Joiner, a creative director and graduate 
of Central Saint Martins, was brought on board 
to manage the project, from conception through 
to delivery. He said: “Lace is one of the hottest 
fashion trends right now, so it made sense to use 
lace as the primary material for the SEAT Mii by 
MANGO, a fashion-inspired city car. I’m absolutely 
thrilled to be part of this project, which combines 
my film and design experience.”

A real SEAT Mii 
by MANGO  

from £10,995  
on the road
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FROM MOTORS.CO.UK

verybody wants a Porsche, 
absolutely everyone. It doesn’t 
matter whether they can drive, 
or tell Cayman  from a 911, or 
know what lift of oversteer is, 
they just want one. The simple 
facts are that a Porsche not 

only signals to onlookers that you have arrived 
it also suggests that you can handle a Le Mans 
winning sports car.

A quick scroll through what is on offer through 
motors.co.uk is a real eye opener. There are 

Porsches for all budgets and these days Porsches 
come in all sorts of flavours. They are still sporty 
of course, but the crucial factor is that they can 
be seriously practical, even go off road and there 
is room for all the family. 

Remember, Porsches are thoroughbred 
creatures and that means  high running costs. 
Allow for that though and there really is a 'Porker' 
(slang for Porsche), for everyone. We guarantee 
that you will never regret the decision to buy. So 
what’s out there to buy right now with Motors.
co.uk?

The Porsche 
selection

E X C L U S I V E  U S E D  C A R  F E A T U R E
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FROM MOTORS.CO.UK

911 - 2007
There is nothing that we can add to the 
legend. You either get the 911, or you don’t. 
It is hard to miss that charismatic shape and 
driving one is an unforgettable experience. 
The 911 has become easier to live with and 
drive -that does not detract from its appeal. 

One we found 2007 Porsche 911 S, 
Basalt Black Metallic 24K miles, £35,286 at 
Stratstone Aston Martin 020 8712 0579 
This manual example is very low mileage 
and is packed with extras including a 
comprehensive Porsche Communication 
system, electric sunroof and adjustable 
suspension. The red brakes look sensational.

Panamera - 2012
There is bags of room inside a Panamera 
which just happens to be brilliantly well built, 
quick and best of all practical. Hardly  
a common sight either, helping you to stand 
out from the common BMW and Mercedes 
saloon car crowd. It looks like a 911 but 
longer and there is nothing wrong with that. 

One we found 2012 Porsche Panamera 
D 3.0 V6 Tiptronic, Carbon Grey, 30K miles,  
£46,950 at Quirks Car Company in Wickford, 
Essex 01268 921614.

This is a one owner example with a  
full main dealer history and is in immaculate 
condition throughout. 

Cayenne - 2004
Many thought Porsche were mad to 
ever consider making a 4 x 4, but they 
had the last laugh when it became 
their best seller. That’s because it still 
drove like Porsche despite being higher 
of the ground. Buyers also loved the 
practicality and fact it could deal with 
mud and snow.

One we found 2004 Porsche Cayenne 
3.2 automatic, silver, 109K miles, £8495 
at Legion Car Sales 01322 771632 
A well looked after examples which has 
a few miles on the clock, but it comes 
with a full service history.

Boxster - 2008
In effect the Boxster is an old 911 made 
better with the engine where it should have 
been all along, in the middle. Fantastic. 
There has rarely been a more completely 
satisfying sports car package that charges 
hard, sounds great and has finely balanced 
handling and a removable roof. 

One we found 2008 Porsche Boxster 3.4 
automatic, Basalt Black, 74K miles, £16,950 
at Saxton 4 x 4 01277 508682

Three owners for this well cared for 
Boxster, has a funky embossed Porsche 
leather sears and full surround sound 
system by BOSE.

HERE’S A REAL ICON

LETS HAVE SOME FUN

BRING THE FAMILY LET'S GET MUDDY TOP-DOWN FUN

CHECK OUT 
THESE PORSCHES 
AT MOTORS.CO.UK 

http://tinyurl.com/
myvpuav

Cayman - 2008
On the face of it is a 911 for those who can’t afford one. Snobs though will be losing 
out because it does all the things that a Porsche is supposed to do and that’s go 
really fast, very sweetly. It will also, stop, turn and then bomb into the distance. 
Holds its value too. One we found 2008 Porsche Cayman Tiptronic S, Arctic Silver 
42K miles,  £25,000 at Porsche Centre Sheffield 0114 224 5359. Comes with a 2 
years Porsche Warranty and roadside assistance and has some gorgeous 19 inch 
Sport Design alloy wheels. Easy to drive too with the Tiptronic S Automatic gearbox.
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MERCEDES-BENZ S 
500 PLUG-IN HYBRID
E

nvironmentally it is pretty remarkable to as it emits 65 g/km of CO2 
which means that it is exempt from road tax, and for City dwellers 
there is a 100 per cent discount on the London Congestion Charge.

If you want a great big luxury car, but get bored or inconvenienced by 
all that time spent at the fuel pumps, here is the answer. What buyers get is 
eight-cylinder power, but four-cylinder economy: so it returns a remarkable 
100.9 miles to every gallon.

Prices start at £87,965 on-the-road, about what you expect for a big 
luxury car.

Buy Now

LUXURY LIMO
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NEW FORD FOCUS

VW AMAROK BLACK EDITION

ON SALE:
NOW

PRICE:
£87,965

ON SALE:
NOW

PRICE:
£13,995

ON SALE:
NOW

PRICE:
£26,125

The revamped Ford Focus likes to shout about how efficient its 
engines are. There are all sorts of clever tricks like automatic stop/
start so you don’t waste fuel at the lights and a battery that is 
charged every time you brake.

All that means the 1.6 TDCi will do 74.3 miles to the gallon.

There is more to the Focus than just being mean with fuel of 
course, because it is fun to drive and looks just a little like a shrunken 
Aston Martin.

Inside it looks pretty groovy too and the standard equipment levels 
are fine from the basic Studio upwards. Prices start at £13,995.

There are rather a lot of fine Amaroks in circulation, but there will be 
only 300 Dark Labels. They come with attention grabbing extras like 
the black 18-inch Durban alloy wheels, extended wheel arches and a 
distinctive underride guard below the front bumper. Inside is premium 

anthracite Alcantara upholstery and velour floor mats, with tons 
of standard goodies including a six-inch touchscreen with satnav, 
Bluetooth, a multi-function display and heated seats. Buyers can 
order extra Dark Label options, but to start with it costs £26,125. 

HATCHBACK

4X4
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NEXTBASE 9-INCH 
DUAL PORTABLE  
IN-CAR DVD PLAYERS
Cinema Quality Back Seat Entertainment System Courtesy of Halfords

Here’s a life saver, or at least it might make a long 
journey seem mercifully shorter. These superb 
Nextbase Car 9 Dual - 9" Dual Portable In-Car DVD 
Players are now available from Halfords. 

It’s all new slim-line design, vivid 9" widescreen 
display and patented car stanchion mounting 
system make it the perfect solution to keeping 
the kids happy in the car. Luckily, each 9" tablet 
style screen can be used independently to play 
two separate movies which could well stop and 
argument or two. Then again, if there is peace 
and harmony in the back seats they can even be 
linked together using the supplied cable to share 
one film on both screens. 

The Nextbase CAR DVD also supports a huge 
range of disc types and formats, so that it can be 
used not only as a portable movie player but also 
a music player and a picture viewer. The Nextbase 
CAR DVD systems are fitted with two stereo 
speakers, to enjoy movies and music out loud but 
the units also have a 3.5mm standard headphone 
socket for use with headphones and in-ear 
headphones which are included.

The price of sanity? Just £179 from your local 
Halfords store or online at www.halfords.com

Wanted
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CASIO 
EQB 500
Bluetooth on your wrist which 
syncs with your smartphone  
for £300

Developed through years of working with the 
championship-winning Infiniti Red Bull Racing 
F1 team - a team well used to criss-crossing 
the globe - the EQB-500 is a feat of ingenious 
packaging. It is the first motorsport-inspired Casio 
Edifice timepiece with the ability to link to a user’s 
smartphone.

ADVANSAFIX £220
ADVANSAFIX is designed to grow with 

your child. Offering the reassurance of 5-point 
harness protection until they weigh in at 25 kg. 
Not only that there is secure seat belt protection 
for older children until they tip the scales at 36 
kg.  So no need to constantly upgrade your seat. 
And no need to compromise. Just the high safety 
standards you expect from Britax, in a seat that 
will take them from toddler to pre teen. 
britax.co.uk

PINK FLOYD - ENDLESS 
RIVER ALBUM £9.99

If you want some music to get you from one 
end of the M4 to the other in the most relaxed 
state of mind, then you really must have Pink 
Foyd’s latest and apparently last recording. Those 
familiar with the Division Bell will find that it is 
more of the same, which is a good thing. Pink 
Floyd is the antidote to road rage and rubbish 
motorway services. 
pinkfloyd.com

RAZOR CRAZY CART 
£349

The Ultimate Drift Machine. Drive, spin,  
or drift like a pro. Drive like a Go Cart or lift 
the Drift Bar to kick into Crazy Cart mode. 
Patented drift system allows  
the driver to vary the rear caster angle  
so you can drive and drift forward, 
backward, sideways, diagonally, and 
everything in between.  Huge fun at home or 
in the office, when the boss isn't about.
argos.co.uk



Squeeze even more adventure into your 
getaway with our range of roof boxes, 
roof bars and cycle carriers.

For the full range, visit halfords.com 
or any of our 465 stores.
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Free Stuff
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ENTER TO WIN
WIN a Nextbase Car 9 Dual - 9" 
Dual Portable In-Car DVD Players
Worth £179 from Halfords

l  High resolution LED true colour pixel displays 
(800 x480 px) 

l  Inbuilt anti-skip facility – to counteract the 
bumps in the road 

l Supports infra-red wireless headphones 
l Remote Control included 
l Has USB slot for up to 16 GB and SD/SDHC slot 
l  Auto Resume Facility – go straight back to where 

you left off 
l 12 month warranty and UK support 
l  Supports: DVD, MP3, CD, JPEG, CD-R/RW, 

DVD+/-R and DVD+/-RW 
l  Nextbase Headrest mounts worth £24.99 each 

included 

SHOFT SEAT BELT CLIP
SHOFT’s integrated 
‘brake pad’ with 
GRIPtene™ is 
designed to keep 
your seat belt in 
the recommended 
position, where it 
is engineered to 
provide maximum 
effectiveness. 
SHOFT helps to maintain proper seat belt tension, 
aligning your spine properly with your seat’s 
lumbar support, and discouraging poor posture. 
l Usually £34.99 in the shops it is £24.99 direct 
from the makers at shoft.co.uk but you can have 
one for free if you enter online at freecarmag.
co.uk/winstuff

Premium car care company 
Autoglym has unveiled a brand 
new car shampoo that promises 
more bubbles for the user.

Autoglym, which have been 
helping car enthusiasts and 
professionals achieve a flawless 
finish and high gloss shine on 
their cars for 50 years, launched 
the new Bodywork Shampoo 
this month.

The shampoo, which will be 
on shelves in a number of large 
retailers including Halfords, 
comes in a 500ml bottle costing 
£5.99 for 17 washes, and a 
1L bottle costing £7.99 for 35 
washes. We are giving five away 
for free simply enter online at 
freecarmag.co.uk/winstuff

The new shampoo has a 
rich foaming formulation 

which quickly breaks down 
and removes everyday 
contaminants from vehicle 
paintwork; it is easy to use and 
is a safe pH neutral formulation. 
The product doesn’t affect 
existing wax or polish layers on 
the paintwork, and has a rich 
fruity fragrance.

The shampoo is also easy to 
rinse off without leaving any 
residue and is being targeted at 
motorists who have a desire to 
take pride in their cars but don’t 
have much time to spare.
l Visit autoglym.com to see the 
new Bodywork Shampoo and a 
full range of Autoglym products

SUPER CAR SHAMPOO FROM AUTOGLYM

Squeeze even more adventure into your 
getaway with our range of roof boxes, 
roof bars and cycle carriers.

For the full range, visit halfords.com 
or any of our 465 stores.

49445_A4_Free Car Advert.indd   1 13/02/2015   12:25
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Wanted

We meet the brilliant Olympians the Brownlee 
brothers Alistair and Jonny as they launch the Leon 
X-PERIENCE and drive the high performance Leon 
ST Cupra 280. Plus we check out some great value 
secondhand Germans as the Mercedes C Class takes 
on the BMW 3 Series

NEXT ISSUE

DOWNLOAD EVERY ISSUE TO YOUR 
MOBILE,TABLET OR WHATEVER

B
ritax has launched the nationwide competition to 
promote its innovative range of ISOFIX child seats, 
ranging from Group 1 seats suitable for precious 

infants through to high-backed boosters designed to 
keep older children safe while on the move.

All of the products in the promotion can be safely 
and simply installed using the click-and-go ISOFIX latch 
system, which secures the child seat directly to the 
vehicle’s chassis, drastically reducing the risk of mis-
fitting and ensuring a safer and happier ride for families.

To enter the competition, all you have to do 
is purchase your very own ISOFIX child seat like the 
brilliant ADVANSAFIX. So go to www.britax.co.uk and 
choose a product then enter your details at

 www.britaxwinacar.co.uk/ for a great chance to win a 
sensational Range Rover Evoque buit right here in Britain. 

You have until March 2015 to get your entry in.

WIN A RANGE 
ROVER EVOQUE 
WITH BRITAX



flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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400-LE - Front Bumper Replacement in Carbon Composite

400-LE - Rear Bumper Replacement including Exhaust 
Diffuser in Carbon Composite

Black Label Front Grille with 3D Mesh

Twin Crosshair Exhaust System in Stainless Steel

600-LE Alloy Wheels - 9½” x 23” in Shadow Chrome

Front and Rear Seats in Quilted and Perforated Leather

-

-

-

-

-

-

400-LE KAHN SPECIFICATION INCLUDES:
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